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Even though much remains to be learned about the optimal strategies to recognize and intervene in
supporting clinicians, enough knowledge is now available for all health systems to being putting
foundational pieces of support programs in place.  This study explored the impact of the second victim
experience on clinicians perceptions of patient safety. A cross-sectional analysis of existing University of
Missouri Health Care (MUHC) Patient Safety Culture Survey findings was conducted.  Survey results from
four surveys (2007, 2009, 2012 and 2013) for three MUHC facilities (University Hospital, Women’s and
Children’s Hospital, and Missouri Rehabilitation Center) were reviewed.  This study was designed to
establish the prevalence of MUHC second victimization across time, to identify the impact of interventional
strategies on perceived staff support, and to monitor for group differences among three clinician types (non-
second victims, second victims with support and second victims without support).  The Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality Hospital Survey on Patient Safety (AHRQ-HSOPS) survey instrument
was used exclusively during these four survey periods. Data from baseline and post intervention
deployment assessments were reviewed to identify what, if any, impact could be attributed to interventional
support of second victims. 

This study helps reveal that a comprehensive event-response plan for health clinicians suffering as second
victims extends beyond the boundaries of the individual clinician and can help significantly influence the
overall perceptions of a department specific patient safety culture.  This research also provides new insights
for patient safety researchers on the impact of one academic health care system’s interventional approach
to second victim support.

Results revealed that There was a difference in second victim prevalence across the three facilities
between survey periods with frequency of second victimization increasing as time evolved. Analysis of the
12 patient safety dimensions across time for the three clinician groups revealed that the second victim
group without support had  consistently statistically lower patient safety scores than their counterparts that
received support. 

These results underscore the importance of providing clinician support in the aftermath of an unanticipated
clinical event both from the perspective of the clinician and the overall healthcare entity.



